
EDITORIAL 

 

The Exhibition "Looking At Our Village" attracted a considerable amount of interest.  Some two 

hundred actually signed the Visitors Book and a small number went unrecorded.  Monday morning 

was given over to Thriplow schoolchildren.  Two groups arrived and they proceeded to rush from 

tableau to table with great enthusiasm.  Naturally, trying on the gas masks was for some of them a 

great novelty but most of the children were also fascinated by the school record books and by old 

photographs.  Indeed a few of them came again in the evening bringing their parents.  We are most 

grateful to all who acted as stewards and to those who went home and returned with items for the 

collection. 

On Friday the 13th of August there was a remarkable performance of a Medieval Morality Play in 

St. George's Church by a theatre company from Oxford.  The play 'Mankind' was written by William 

Thurlowe who is reputed to have lived in the fifteenth century in the former farmhouse now known 

as 'Bassetts' in Lower Street.  He was a member of the University of Cambridge and ordained in 

1471.  An account of the event has been contributed to this issue of the Journal by Ros Ayres.  The 

play may be read in Three Late Medieval Morality Plays, ed. G. A. Lester (A. and C. Black); it 

contains references to several local place names. 

We regret to report two families leaving the village in recent weeks: our treasurer Arthur Wragg and 

his wife Lyn have moved to Thame in Oxfordshire and Hamish and Diana Baron have left to live in 

Writtle in Essex.  Hamish had for many years been employed as farm manager by Thriplow Farms 

Ltd.  He served on the Thriplow Meadows Committee for some twenty years. 

An appreciation of the work of Arthur Wragg is published in this issue: his work as treasurer of the 

Society has been taken over by Cliff Parker of Church Street.  Congratulations to Ian and Leslie 

Pinchas on the arrival of baby Callum during the summer, and to Richard and Erica Webber on the 

birth in October of Oliver.  As membership of the Society is by household they are our latest 

recruits! 

Reminder: Thursday 25th November our Musical Soirée at The Bury for members only - a repeat of 

last year's successful event.  Tickets are restricted to two per household because of limited space in 

the Drawing Room.  Tickets priced at £4 which includes wine, and a buffet supper will be available 

from 14th November.  Please apply to the Secretary.  Chamber music will again be provided by the 

Cambridge Woodwind Ensemble with songs for Baritone and Mezzo Soprano.  Formal Dress 

preferred. 

 

Please note that the conclusion of the article on the Churchyard by the Rev. Jim Mynors will be 

published in the next issue of the Journal. 

 

Peter Speak and Shirley Wittering - Joint Editors. 

 



 

IVY (Hedera helix) 

 

Thriplow is no stranger to ivy, it seems to grow everywhere, up walls and tree trunks, carpeting 

the ground.  It has a reputation for killing trees and damaging walls, but it is not parasitic, the 

only damage it can do to trees is to compete for the nutrients from the soil, or if it grows too 

heavy it can weigh down and perhaps break a branch.  As for clothing a house, Miriam 

Rothschild calls it an extra layer of insulation.  It provides shelter for hibernating butterflies, and 

late nectar for bees from its round creamy, yellow flowers.  These are followed by glossy, black 

berries which are eaten by the birds. 

 The Romans believed that ivy would prevent drunkenness, hence the statues of Bacchus, 

the god of wine is shown wearing a wreath of ivy leaves.  In medieval times an infusion of ivy 

berries steeped in white wine was recommended for the plague.  Poultices made from the leaves 

were applied to hasten the healing of wounds and sores.  And nowadays fresh leaves soaked in 

lemon juice is a sovereign remedy for corns, though modern herbalists do not recommend ivy to 

by taken internally as large doses can be poisonous. 

 Another use for ivy is as a hair-dye and a restorer of faded black fabric. 

 There are many ornamental and variegated types of ivy these days which can be used to 

cover an awkward corner or disguise an ugly shed; it doesn't mind the shade and here a golden 

ivy comes into its own.  When Christmas comes and you bring in the ivy to decorate the house, 

you are following in the steps of men long ago, who thought that by bringing evergreens into the 

house was a sign of immortality, that the winter would pass and that the Sun would rise again in 

the Spring. 

 

S. A. W. 

 

 

 



  

Profile 
 

GEORGE ALBERT CHARLES FULLER 

 

 

I was born in this house just after the start of the First 

World War on the 17th September 1914 and have lived 

here in what is known as Anno Domini cottages ever 

since.  My aunt Sarah Haylock bought the cottages 

when Arthur Ellis of Thriplow House sold off most of 

his estate in 1927.  My sister Annie, at present in 

hospital, lives in the cottage nearest the road and I live 

in the adjoining back one.  This single building has 

always been thatched and is one of the few thatched 

cottages left in the village: they are all in Church Street.  

Until quite recently there were many more thatched 

houses and barns in Thriplow. 

 

I left school as soon as I could, at thirteen, and went to 

work immediately on Church Farm.  This is where Ken 

and Valerie Joysey now live.  The farm was tenanted at 

that time by a family from Foxton: Jack, Billy, Tom, and Alice Smith.  Like other 

farms in the village it was mixed arable and animals - wheat, oats and barley with 

some sugar beet and beef cattle, sheep, and pigs.  The Smiths also had a lease of 

Bacon's Farm where I worked as well.  As one of my jobs was to help with the stock I 

was working every day of the week and paid about twelve shillings including the 

Sunday work.  I gave my mother most of my wages but soon managed to buy a bike 

for eight shillings.  Both my parents were vergers at the Church and I helped them, so 

that on Sundays I would go to the farm in the morning, rush home to change and then 

pump the organ at the service and repeat it all again in the evening.  About midnight 

on the eve of Sunday I would go to light the large stove below the floor of the nave of 

the Church so that it would be warm for the services, and in the winter my mother and 

I would have to light and trim twenty-five paraffin oil lamps.  I remember one 

midnight, when it had been snowing, as I entered the churchyard I could see a track of 

footsteps leading across to the Church, but none returning!  It turned out that Mr 

Unwin, shepherd to Harold Vinter, had gone to check some of his sheep and returned 

by another route.  I also shared in ringing the Church bells; there are only five, but to 

make a good peal we would ring either: 321-4321-5; or 43215 in that order.  We also 

tolled the bells at the death of anyone in the village: one ring for a child, two for a 

woman and three for a man. 

 

From 1944 to 1986 when I had my heart attack I worked on Thriplow Farms.  In the 

early years there were eighty of us employed on the farm and a lot of stock to look 

after.  There were three pedigree herds of Jersey cattle and a beef herd of Aberdeen 

Angus as well as flocks of sheep and a prize stable of Arabian horses.  One of the 

Jersey cows still holds, I believe, the world record for her milk yield over twenty-four 

hours producing 99½lbs (sic) of milk. 

  



During the war I was one of a crew of eight that comprised the Thriplow Fire 

Brigade.  We had a Ford V8 car with a trailer pump stationed in a barn at 

Jobbers, (where Arthur Humphrey's garage is now) in Middle Street, and we 

had bunk beds there with a rota of duties, two men on duty and two men on call.  

We were paid three shillings a night and we once actually had to turn out to a 

hedgerow fire on the Cambridge Road.  It was probably caused by a discarded 

cigarette. 

 

We had very few holidays and a paid annual week's holiday came only late in 

my working life.  I went twice with Annie to stay in Lady Walston's  flat in 

Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin but otherwise I have not travelled far from 

Thriplow.  When we were children we went only occasionally to Cambridge.  I 

would take a hand cart and push it from Newton over the hill where at that time 

there was a windmill.  The cart was left there but when we returned from 

Cambridge I would carry the parcels and shopping in it, for a few coppers, for 

those coming back to Thriplow. 

 

I have been very fortunate to be able to work so long and have never been 

unemployed.  My second sister and brother died at the age of fourteen with TB.  

It was thought that I had contracted the illness when I was sixteen but got over it 

and convalesced at Hunstanton.  In 1947 I was feeling unwell and a locum 

doctor diagnosed the 'flu, but Dr Treweek soon recognised that I had polio.  

Fortunately I was not badly paralysed and I was soon recovering in Newmarket 

Hospital.  I must have wound hundreds of miles of bandages there to help my 

hands and arms. 

 

A special memory of mine is the occasion in the late seventies when one 

Sunday afternoon a man stopped me a said he was making a film (The 

Nightcomers) the next day in the churchyard and would I act as a farm worker 

of the nineteenth century.  I brought Sid Badcock with me and dressed in my 

old corduroy trousers tied below the knees, with an open-necked shirt and a red 

'kerchief tucked in.  When the film people saw me they all burst out laughing 

and said: "You'll do as you are, no need for any costume!"  They filmed me 

with a horse and cart full of mangolds and later we stood around the graveside 

as the burial ceremony was taken by our vicar the Rev. Davies.  The grave was 

dug deep and there were two coffins: they came up and down like yo-yos until 

the producer Michael Winner got it all right.  The stars were Stephanie 

Beacham, Thora Hird, and Marlon Brando.  On leaving I went across to Thora 

and said could I shake her hand.  "Certainly, you've done marvellously well", 

she said.  And so I have. 

 

 



MANKIND 

 

On Friday 13th August, "Mankind" a medieval morality play was performed by an Oxford Group, 

The Belleek Theatre Company,  in Thriplow Church.  The association of the play with Thriplow 

goes back as far as 1473 when the Rev. William Thurlowe originally from 'Bassetts' Lower Street 

(and a member of Cambridge University) wrote the play for probable performance at Shrovetide of 

the same year. 

 Morality plays were very popular medieval stories familiar to early English audiences.  The 

position of Man is such plays was between his good and evil influences.  Mankind in Thurlowe's 

drama is flanked by just such characters, 'Mercy', 'Mischief', and the Devil, 'Titivillus'.  Thurlowe in 

dramatising this eternal struggle, still pertinent today, produced a play that is both entertaining and 

illuminating. 

 There is a belief that both Shakespeare and Marlowe were influenced by "Mankind".  

'Falstaff' and 'Faustus' are two examples of traditional morality figures incorporated into 

Elizabethan plays.  The world and meaning of morality drama was assumed by both playwrights to 

be within the knowledge of their audiences, although by the 17th century it was a form of drama 

thought to be too unsophisticated by the London theatre-going public.  It still however went the 

rounds of country villages. 

 After the performance in Thriplow many people commented on how nice it was to see the 

church so full of people.  It is not often that we have the benefit of receiving a play prior to its 

performance at the Edinburgh Festival.  The benefits to the players of being able to rehearse in the 

Church in which the first performance was given over 500 years ago, were enormous.  They greatly 

appreciated the response of the audience and were able to iron out several difficulties. 

 The meal afterwards was enjoyed by all who attended.  The organisers are very grateful for 

the help given in providing accommodation for the players, the gifts of food and the assistance in 

setting up and clearing away.  The P.C.C. have voted that the proceeds of the evening will go to the 

Restoration Fund. 

 There is a postscript;  Zinny Shaw, the producer is very keen to repeat the experience with a 

different cast and play next year.  The popularity of this play (we were sold out well in advance of 

the performance) makes this a distinct possibility. 

 

Ros Ayres 

 

 

 

 

 



THE SPIRITS OF THRIPLOW PAST  (1993) 

 

Bacon’s Manor 1940s 

 

Summer is over, the nights are getting longer and the wind howling round the eaves 

encourages us to draw the curtains and pull our chairs nearer the fire.  Conversation turns to 

strange and unexplained happenings especially around the time of Hallowe'en - the Feast of 

All Souls on 31st October. 

 In a village as old as Thriplow it would be strange indeed if no ghost stories clung to 

the old bricks and timbers.  It is my belief that people leave a mark upon the house in which 

they live, and old houses or new houses built on the site of an old house, can have either 

pleasant or unpleasant atmospheres. 

 One of the earliest ghost stories I have been able to find was of a White Lady who 

so frightened men going to the non-conformist chapel in Balls Lane that they would wait 

"upwards of half an hour at the corner of the lane for another companion to join them and 

give them courage".  This was around the year 1770.  Balls Lane leads past my house in 

Middle Street to Ruth and Lewis Stone's house.  The chapel put up by Mr Joseph Ellis was 

once part of John Shaw's barns alongside the lane.  The story continues that a preacher from 

Duxford, one John Howard, affectionately known as "Little John" used to come and preach 

in Thriplow; he sought permission to lodge in the cottage which the Lady haunted where 

he’d banter the ghost and ask it to give him £100 saying that "there were many around him 

among whom he could with advantage and pleasure distribute the fund". 

 Another story comes from a letter written to Sir Patrick Browne in 1972 by Mrs 

Edith Fuller.  Her great grandmother, Eliza Tofts worked at the Bury around 1872 as cook-

housekeeper to Squire Perkins and his family.  She tells the tale of a White Bear that was 

kept at the Bury in Cromwell's time; apparently it was forgotten and starved to death, and 

was said to roam the top drive at night.  Another story she told was of a "lady in a rustling 

silk gown who walked down the front staircase at midnight".  She was supposed to have 

been imprisoned in the attics and came out to haunt her tormentors.  Many people were said 

 



haunt her tormentors.  Many people were said to have heard the rustling of her gown but not 

to have seen her.  But there is a mark on the stairs like dried blood. 

 There are a few ghostly tales told by people still living in the village.  Peggy Arbon 

who lives in Bacon's Farm (first mentioned in 1333), saw, about eighteen months ago, a lady 

walk through the wall of her sitting room.  It was about 9:30pm, she had a sacking apron on, 

a white cap and cloggy boots.  She faded almost immediately.  Another time Peggy was 

upstairs, she opened a cupboard door and a heavy gauntlet with outstretched fingers came 

towards her at face height, this she did find very frightening.  At other times she has felt the 

presence of someone watching her when she was in bed.  There are other stories attached to 

Bacon's which is not surprising considering how many people have lived on that same spot.* 

 Arthur Rowe who also lives in Church Street but in a comparatively modern house, 

has twice seen a young child walk down the hall from his kitchen.  He recalls that the people 

who lived in the house before him had a little daughter who died. 

 From ghosts to witches is but a short step and I have recently come across the 'Witch 

of Thriplow'.  Her name was Mrs Holloway and she lived in Crouchman's Farm a house in 

Middle Street since pulled down.  Mrs Bowes in her little book "Thriplow - a Reminiscence", 

mentions that "she was thought to have sunk a wagon and horses in the swamp in Townsend 

Springs Meadow".  She also tells of sightings [by people] of her flying over the Church on a 

hurdle!  George Fuller tells the story of when Edward Flack was digging the grave of Arthur 

Ellis, he went too close to the neighbouring grave which just happened to be Mrs Holloway's, 

and "she turned in her grave" and fell into the newly dug grave.  To cover the mess Edward 

Flack cut some long strands of Ivy, borrowed some ladies hair-pins and pinned the Ivy over 

the side of the grave just in time for the funeral! 

 I'm sure there are many more stories to be heard of ghostly sightings in the village and 

would be very happy to hear of them.  Maybe we could write a sequel to this article. 

 

S.A.W. 

 

* Note 2010, when the house was restored in 1995 a tudor doorway was found where Sheila 

saw the lady.walk through the wall. 

 

 

 

 

 



THRIPLOW'S DISSENTERS 

 

 

A superficial glance at the social history of Thriplow over the centuries might lead to 

the impression that this small village had always been a place of little change, a stable 

rural settlement unlikely to give much support to radical views, and one to uphold the 

Monarchy and the Established Church.  Yet a closer look at the pages of history shows 

that Thriplow played a memorable, if small part in the Cromwellian Rebellion that 

overthrew the English Monarchy, and two decades later the non-conformists Holcroft, 

Oddy and Oasland were preaching against the Church of England and living in the 

village. 

 

The earliest mention of a dissenter in Thriplow is that of Elias Rubens, a scholar at 

Oxford who published a scurrilous tract, "Contra Nobilitatem Inanem" (against the 

senseless nobility) in 1266 and was promptly rusticated and came to live in Thriplow, 

presumably in one of the manor houses.  The Cambridge antiquary H. C.  Hughes 

writing in 1931 gives the name as "Elias Rubacus, who was a learned author in the 

reign of Henry III", and indicates that he was born in Thriplow. 

 

The Cromwellian occupation of Thriplow Heath was a very brief episode indeed but it 

appears as a leitmotif in the literature of this period.  The Protector had returned from 

his successes in Scotland and in the north of England and the Cavaliers were routed.  

The King was in Holmby House in Northamptonshire but the army had become 

disgruntled at the lack of pay and Cromwell's armies assembled on Thriplow Heath 

near to Nine Wells on the 10th June 1647 formed the 'Conspiracy of Agitators'.  

Commissioners from Parliament had arrived with two months pay, but they failed to 

satisfy and Cornet Joyce was sent to Holmby to bring the King to Chevely and thence 

to Newmarket.  The troops, sensing a triumph for their cause moved to Royston and 

next day, the 11th June, moved towards St Albans and London.  It is said that there 

were 20,000 of them, but they were on the unenclosed fields of Thriplow Heath for 

such a short time that no trace of their camps seems to have survived.  King Charles 

followed the same route to Royston a fortnight later.  By this time Puritanism was 

triumphant throughout the County.  The effects of the Civil War and the imposition of 

Puritanism were seen much more in the desecration of church monuments than in 

anything associated with the Thriplow Heath encampment.  The dreaded William 

Dowsing destroyer of everything redolent of popery came to Thriplow in 1643 and 

wrote in his Journal: 

 
"We brake about 100 cherubims and superstitious pictures and give Order to take down 18 

Cherubims and a cross on ye steeple and to level the steps." 

 

 

Such was the iconoclasm in St George's Church but the stories that this and 

neighbouring churches were used for the stabling of horses seem to be apocryphal and 

without foundation. 

 

Certainly non-conformity appears quite early in Thriplow.  According to the Victoria 

County History of Cambridge in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries 

some parishioners failed to attend church or to receive continuous communion.  In  



1675 Thriplow was associated with Congregational churches in Barrington, Croydon, and 

Orwell, and later with Ickleton, Toft, and Little Gransden.  In 1676 there were forty-eight non-

conformists in the village, about one-third of the adult parishioners.  In that year Francis 

Holcroft conducted a spirited debate with the Quaker Samuel Cator of Littleport.  Holcroft 

had been evicted from the vicarage in Barrington in 1662 and the Rev. Oddey from the living 

at Meldreth.  Both were ejected from their University Fellowships under the Act of 

Uniformity - Holcroft at Clare and Oddey at Trinity and they were imprisoned in Cambridge 

jail until the Proclamation of Indulgence in 1672.  Holcroft served nine years in prison with 

just occasional releases and died in Thriplow in 1692.  They are buried together with Harry 

Oasland in a garden in the village of Oakington. 

John Berridge, an associate of John Wesley, attracted crowds of up to two thousand when he 

preached at Thriplow in 1759.  By 1783, it was said that the majority of the village population 

were dissenters.  In about 1770 Joseph Ellis who lived at Thriplow,  initiated religious 

meetings in a farmhouse belonging to Thomas Prime, known as 'Wig' Prime and later Mr Ellis 

converted a barn as a chapel in Ball's Lane off Middle Street.  In 1835 he built a 

Congregational Meeting House in Fowlmere Road which attracted about 100 worshippers in 

1852.  This building functioned also as the British School until the present Church School was 

built in 1863.  The Fowlmere Congregational Church which had been the parent body bought 

the building in the 1880s and restored it and it was ultimately demolished in 1976.  As well as 

the influence of Congregationalists there were in 1873 occasional meetings of the Primitive 

Methodists. 

It appears that in the nineteenth century Thriplow villagers had an ambivalent attitude to 

worship sometimes attending St George's in the morning and the Chapel in the afternoon or 

evening.  Although the Parish Church had been substantially restored in 1877 by the architect 

Sir Gilbert Scott we read that in 1897 two-fifths of the parishioners were dissenters, including 

several wealthy landowners.  Today in the spirit of the ecumenical movement joint services 

are held regularly between the parish churches of Fowlmere and Thriplow and the United 

Reformed Church at Fowlmere. 

 

Peter Speak and Shirley Wittering 
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DR. ARTHUR WRAGG 

 

Arthur Wragg and his wife Lyn left Thriplow on September 14th to move to Thame in 

Oxfordshire to be closer to their family.  They have been popular members of the village 

since their arrival in 1975.  Their children David, Jonathan and Katie grew up in Thriplow.  

The village will be the poorer for their leaving. 

 Both Arthur and Lyn were born in the Sheffield area of Yorkshire and although 

working away from the city for over forty years they have retained their love for Yorkshire 

and often revisit it.  They were active members of the Cambridge 'Northern Society'.  Arthur 

attended Woodhouse Grammar School in Sheffield and moved on to the University where he 

completed his doctorate in chemistry.  He followed this by working for twenty years in the 

pharmaceutical industry and living in Cheshire.  He then came  to Cambridge where for a 

further twenty years he was Regional Scientist for East Anglia for the National Health 

Service.  In this capacity he was responsible for the purchase and installation of some of the 

most sophisticated equipment in the region's hospitals.  Lyn worked for fifteen years teaching 

in the Junior Department of St. John's Choir School in Cambridge. 

 Whilst in Thriplow Arthur acted as the Treasurer in 1977 for the village's celebrations 

of the Silver Jubilee.  From 1977 to 1980 he was the organising secretary for the annual 

Daffodil Weekend.  An article in Cambridgeshire and Huntingdon Life for 1979 contains a 

picture of Arthur and Lyn in the year when profit for the weekend reached over £2,000. 

 The Thriplow Society is indebted to Arthur for becoming its first Honorary Treasurer 

and for placing its finances on a sound base.  We shall miss his wise counsel and good 

northern humour and very sound common-sense.  We wish Arthur and Lyn well in their new 

home and we have plans to perhaps make an excursion in that direction sometime in the 

summer of 1994.  We are also grateful for the gift of a hand knitting frame to add to the 

Society's collection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GLEANINGS 

 

TIMES PAST 

 

From Thriplow Parish Magazine: 1876. 

On the Evening of the 28th December, the Children of the Sunday School and their mothers 

were entertained at Tea in the School-room, and afterwards had the pleasure of digging in a 

"Bran Pie" for various small gifts, and for sundry  gifts of clothing, as prizes for regular 

attendance and good conduct.  Prizes of Books were also given to the two Children in each 

class, who had earned most marks during the year for saying lessons. 

 The following are the names of those who gained these prizes: 

GIRLS 

1st Class - Rebecca Freeman, Annie Wallis. 

2nd Class - Lydia Stockbridge, Charlotte Hayden. 

BOYS 

1st Class - Fred Faircloth, William Turtleberry. 

2nd Class - Charles Freeman, Charles Sheldrick. 

In the Infants' Class each girl was presented with a flannel petticoat, and each boy with a 

necktie.  Games and a dance brought to a close a very pleasant evening. 

 On the 29th a Tea was given to all the men and women of sixty years of age and 

upwards.  Thirty-three were invited, but some were unable through infirmity or sickness to 

put in an appearance.  Each of the women received a petticoat and each of the men tobacco or 

tea. 

 

From Cambridge Chronical: 1855. 1855 February 24th. 

 Triplow - Seasonable Benevolence - We always feel great pleasure in recording acts 

of kindness to the necessitous poor.  During the past week, Mr Joseph Ellis distributed to 

each of his labourers in his employ 1½ cwt. of coals, which, in this inclement season of the 

year, we do not doubt was thankfully received.  We hope that it will rouse the latent 

generosity of some others of the respectable inhabitants.  

 

WEATHERLORE 

For those of you who grow onions, here is a saying you might find useful. 

 Onion skin very thin 

 Mild winter coming in. 

 Onion skin thick and tough 

 Coming winter cold and rough. 

 

AWARD FOR THRIPLOW BUILDING 

The new headquarters for Cambridge Plant Breeders in Church Street has received a regional 

prize award for outstanding architecture by the Royal Institute of British Architects.  The 

structure is commended for the way that the building blends in with its rural surroundings 

and for the uses of traditional materials to make it look like a barn.  The building was 

designed by Cowper Griffith Brimblecombe Associates of Whittlesford. 

 

STOP PRESS: 

We are planning an illuminated Christmas Tree in the grounds of the Village Hall this 

year.  Also we hope to sing carols round it on Monday 20th December, at 7:00pm, 

followed by seasonal refreshments in the Village Hall. 

Watch out for further details.      


